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AB/ANBAR gallery, a new multidisciplinary contemporary art centre in downtown

Tehran announces its next exhibition on December 4th, featuring works by Raha

Raissnia to be exhibited for the first time in Tehran.

Selected Works: Raha Raissnia is  an exhibition of Raissnia’s dense, explorations of

light which manifest as works on paper, paintings and film installations. Described

as a ‘night-painter’, one that Milton Cruz situates as having a habit of “starting

from the other side of things”, theses works emerge from stillness, silence and

darkness whilst operating at the fleeting moment of being half-awake, as light

flutters between the hallucinatory that is difficult to wrap around consciousness.

Alongside paintings and some works on paper, her 16 mm film Longing, 2015, which

was selected as part of All the World's Future at the 56th Venice Biennale 2015, cu-

rated by Okwui Enwezor will be installed as a loop. This film for its starting

point drew from much raw footage Raissnia took in a series of visits to a poor

neighborhood in New York's East Harlem. An earlier film Chaleh Harz, 2011, also on

view used as its starting point raw footage she took of slums of Darvazeh Ghar,

south of the Grand Bazaar in Tehran, in 1998. Both these films were made through a

very layered process of re-filming raw material in studio that combined found im -

agery with hand painted slides projecting them on screens and paintings made by the

artist before they were finished onto 16mm film. 

Raha Raissnia (b. 1968, Tehran, Iran)  received her BFA from the School of the Art

institute of Chicago in 1992 and her MFA from Pratt Institute in 2002. In the in -

terim, her interest in avant-garde filmmaking led her to work at  Anthology Film Ar-

chives (1995-1999), where she has also exhibited. In 2015, her work was included in

All the World's Futures, 56th International Art Exhibition, curated by Okwui Enwe -

zor, Venice Biennale. Previously, her work has been featured in exhibitions at

White Columns (New York), Access Gallery (Vancouver), The Museum of Contemporary



Art St. Louis, Khastoo Gallery (Los Angeles), Thomas Dane Gallery (London) and The

Kitchen (New York), among others. 

Recent group exhibitions were held at  Galeria Marta Cervera (Madrid), Galerie Xip -

pas (Paris), and the  Isfahan Museum of Contemporary Art (Ishfahan, Iran). Raiss-

nia’s projection-performances, undertaken in collaboration with Aki Onda, have been

held at Arnolfini – Center for Contemporary Art (Bristol, UK), Issue Project Room

(New York), Emily Harvey Foundation (New York) , among others. Raissnia’s fifth one-

person exhibition is currently on view through December 22, 2015 at Miguel Abreu

Gallery, New York.
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